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Abstract. Languages that are generated by context-free grammars in k-parallel derivations (i.e., 
at each step exactly k nonterminals, k 2 1, are rewritten) are called k-context-free languages. 
Here, using the scheduling theory approach as introd ed by Gonczarowski and Warmuth (1985), 
we prove a pumping property of 2-context-free languages. As an application of this result, we 
show that the hierarchy of k-context-free languages is strict up to level three. 
Introduction 
By restricting the derivations of context-free grammars so that at each step a fixed 
number k of nonterminals are rewritten one obtains the k-context-free languages. 
Such derivations can be seen to be controlled by a selector language. Selective 
substitution grammars were first introduced in [ 121, see also [4, 9, IO, 111. 
A selective substitution grammar consists of a rewriting system (that is, e.g., a 
context-free grammar) and a selector language. A sentential form is rewritten by 
matching it to a suitable word w from the selector language and then rewritin 
symbols indicated by w. A selector language is symbol-free (cf. [9]) if the selector 
words indicate only the positions of the nonterminals to be rewritten. Symbol-free 
selector languages are also called pattern selectors and are usually denoted as 
languages over (0, I}, where the nonterminals corresponding to l’s in a chosen 
pattern are rewritten. Thus the unrestricted rewriting of context-free grammars 
corresponds to the selector O*lO* and the derivations of EOL systems correspond 
to the selector l+. 
The k-context-free languages, k 3 1, are obtained by restricting derivations of 
context-free grammars with the pattern selector (O*I )kO*. This is called also the 
“unrestricted” k-derivation mode. In the k-adjacent derivation mode always k 
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consecutive nonterminals of a sentential form are rewritten, this corresponds to the 
selector O*PO*. o-adjacent context-free languages have been studied in [ 11. Here, 
by k-derivations we always mean the unrestricted case. 
‘Fke complexity of the membership roblem of (unrestricted) k-context-free 
languages has been extensively studied in [5, 6, 71. The membership roblem is 
ial time for fixed k (i.e., if k is not part of the input). 
hat for every k 3 2 the family of k-context-free languages properly 
context-free languages, but otherwise nothing is known about 
a hierarchy based on k Here we develop a pumping result for 2-context-free 
languages that is analogous to the pumping lemma for context-free languages. In 
the case of a-languages, we need to pump two pairs of words. Using this result we 
see that the family of Zcontext-free languages i  properly included in the family of 
3-languages and thus the hierarchy is strict up to level three. Also we show that 
every k-language is a (k+ 1).language for arbitrary k but the strictness of the 
inclusions beyond level three is left open. As a consequence of the pumping result 
it is seen that there exist two-adjacent context-free languages that are not 2-context- 
free languages. 
Although the restriction on context-free derivations imposed by the pattern 
selector O*lO*lO* seems to be very weak, the proof of the pumping result is much 
more difficult than in the ordinary context-free case. In proving the pumping property 
we rely extensively on scheduling theory arguments. The use of scheduling techniques 
for manipulating derivation forests was introduced in [d, 71. There it was shown 
that it is possible to k-schedule with no idle pericds forests corresponding to 
k-derivations using a highest-level-first rategy, and this makes it much easier to 
deal with k-derivations_ 
We conjecture that the pumping result analogous to Theorem 2.1 holds for 
arbitrary k-context-free languages. We have not been ab!e to prove this and the 
present proof of the case k = 2 uses in some crucial points specific properties of 
2-derivations that cannot be generalized for arbitrary values of k 
1. Preliminaries 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the basics of formal language theory 
and with context-free grammars in particular, cf. [8, 131. For more details on 
k-scheduling of context-free derivation forests see [6,7]. In the following we briefly 
present notation and definitions needed here. 
If A is a set, then the cardinality of A is denoted by #A. When no ambiguity 
can arise, a one-element set (6) is simply denoted by b. The reflexive, transitive 
closure of a relation 8 6, Ax A is denoted by 8*. Let Z be a (finite or infinite) 
alphabet. The set of (nonempty) strings over C is denoted by C* (Z’) and the 
empty string by h. The length of a string w E Z? is denoted by jwl. Let u = a, . . . a,, 
9=a1 . . . 4m,0SPlCFPl,42iEZ,i=1 ,..., m. Thea1 u - u denotes the string an+l . . . am. 
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The symbol N denotes the set of positive integers. If n, m E N, then n m is also denoted 
by exp(n, 4. 
A context-freegrammar is  quadruple G = (Z, A, s, P), where C is a finite alphabet, 
A c C is the terminal alphabet, s E C -A is the start symbol and P E (2 -A) x C* 
is a finite set of productions. The elements of C -A are called nonterminals. 
Productions (x, a) E P are written usually as x + u. The set of context-free grammars 
is denoted by CF. 
In the sequel of this section G = (Z, A, s, P) is always a context-free grammar as 
above. Let k 3 1. We define the k-derivation relation 3G.k s 2” x 23” as follows. Let 
u, v E P. Then u 3G,k v iff we can write 
u = w,x,w’&. . . &wk+l and v = w1v1wzV2.. L t)kwk+l, 
where w I,*-,wk+l,b=-*, t)kd*, &a..., XkEx-d and Xi+ViEP, i=l,...,k 
The set of sentential forms k-derived by G is 
(Since the derivation always sta s with the single symbol s, in the first step only 
one nonterminal is rewritten.) The language k-derived by G is 
L@)=&(G)nd*. 
A language L is called a k-context-free hnguage if there exists a grammar G such 
that Lk( G) = L. The corresponding family of languages is denoted sk(CF) = 
{&(G) 1 G E CF}. Of course JZ’! (CF) is just the family of ordinary context-free 
languages. 
Example 1.1. Let G = (2, A, s, P), where C = {s, X, y, z) v A, 3 = {a, b, c, d, e} and P 
consists of the following productions: 
s + xyz, x + axb, x+ab, Y + CY4 y-4 
z-, ez, z + e. 
Then 
LI(G)={anbncmdmeP/n, m y> l}, 
L2( G) = {a nbi2cmd “ep 1 n, m, p 3 I,3 a permutation f of (n, m, p} 
such thatf(nz)+f(p)~f(n)~f(m)~f(p), 
n+m+p=O(mod2)}, 
L3(G)=(anbncndnen)nH} and 
L&G)=@ when k>4. 
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That the grammar G 2-generates a language as above is seen using Lemma 1.3, the 
other cases are obvious. 
We recall here some notions concerned with tree domains. A tree domain is a 
finite subset DC N* such that 
(i) if u F _“, then every prefix of u is in D, 
(ii) if ui E D, u EN*, i E WI, then, for every j < i, uj E D. 
Let C be a (finite) set. A C-tree is a pair T = (dom( T), lab), where dom( T) is a 
tree domain and lab is a mapping dom( T) + C The elements uE dom( T) are called 
nodes of T and a node u is said to be labeled by lab(u). A ( Co)forest F is a multiset 
of (C)trees, i.e., F may contain several occurrences of the same tree. 
Let T be a (C)tree and u, v E dom( T). The node u is a predecessor f v if there 
exists u1 E M+ such that uul = r; then also v is said to be a successor of u. This is 
denoted u < v, and as usual we denote u < 9 if u c v or u = v. If above ul EN, then 
u is the father of v and v is a son of u. Nodes u and v, u # v, are said to be 
independent if neither one is a predecessor of the other. The node h is the root of 
T and u is said to be a leaf if u has no sons in dom( T). A node that is not a leaf 
is called an interior node. 
Let T and Tl be C-trees (where C is some set) and u E dom( T). The height of 
T, hg( T), and the subtree of T at node u, T(u), are defined in the usual way. The 
height of the node u, hg( u), is hg( T(u)). The C-tree that is obtained from T by 
replacing T(u) with Tl is denoted T(u + T,). A path u = ( ul , . . . , u,), n 2 1, k the 
tree T consists of nodes uI , . . . , U, E dom( T) s.uch that Ui is the father of ui+l, 
i=l,..., n - 1. The path u is maximal if u, is a leaf, and u is said to be strict if 
hg(ui)=hg(ui+l)+l, i=l,...,n-1. 
Intuitively, in a strict path the (i + 1)st node is always a son of the l”th node that 
corresponds to a highest possible subtree. The auxiliary forest of the path N = 
(u I,~**, u,) is the multiset 
aux( u) = { T( uJ) lj E N, UJ E dom( T), UJ # Ui+l , 1 s i s n - 1). 
Let vl , v2 E dom( T), v1 < v2. Then [ vl, v2] denotes the (unique) path between z.+ 
and v2 (including both vl and v2). 
Let F be a forest. The set of nodes of F is defined to be 
dom( F) = {(u, T) 1 T E F, u E dom( T)}. 
If X, y E dom( F), we say that x is a predecessor f y, x < y, if there exists T E F and 
u, v E dom( T) such that x = (u, T), y = (v, T), u c 2). Similarly, all the above defined 
notions path, strict path etc. are extended also to domains of forests. If x = (v, T) E 
dom( F), then F(X) denotes the tree T(v). If x = (v, T) and Xi = (Vi, T) E dam(F), 
i=l,2, where vl<v2 and v(v2- vl) E dom( T), then we denote x(x2-x1) = 
(v(v2- v,), T). Also we denote 
!§F = #dom( F). 
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Derivation trees of the grammar G are G u {x)-trees T such that the following 
condition holds. Suppose that u E dom( T) is an interior node that has sons 
Ul ,...,un, nal. Then lab(u)EZ-A and either 
(i) lab(u)+lab(ul). . . lab(un)E P, or 
( ) ii n=l, lab(ul)=i and lab(u)+hEI? 
The set of derivation trees of G is denoted by D(G). A derivation forest (of G) is 
a multiset of trees of D(G). 
Let T E D(G) and let f: C u {i} + C u {A} be the function that is the identity on 
C and maps the symbol x to the empty word. Then the yield of T, yd( T), is defined 
as follows. Let ul,. . . , u, be the leaves of T in the natural left to right or&r, (ui 
is to the left of Uj iff we can write Ui = uj,d, uj = uj#, where U, u’, U”E N”, j, , j, E N, 
j, C j,.) Then 
yd(T) =f(lab(u,)) . o .f(lab(u,)). 
Clearly, yd( T) is the word that is obtained as the result of the derivation of G that 
is represented by T, i.e., for every w E 2”: w E S,(G) iff there exists T E D(G) such 
that the root of T is labeled by Y and yd( T) = w. 
Let T E D(G) and u E dom( T). The node u is said to be expanding if there exist 
jl, j, E N such that uji E dom( T) and yd( T( uji)) # A, i = 1,2. The bare tree of T, 
ba( T), is the trze that is obtained from T by deleting all the leaves. Similarly, if F 
is a derivation forest, the corresponding bare forest is the multiset 
ba( F) = {ba( T) 1 T E F}. 
Suppose that the root of T has n sons. Then the child forest of T is the multiset 
ch(T)={T(l),..., T(n)). 
In the following we define schedules of forests as in 16, 71, perfect k-schedules 
of derivation forests will then correspond exactly to k-derivations. 
Let F be a forest and k 2 1. A k-schedule of F is a mapping u : dom( F) + 
11 S’..S m), m 2 1, such that 
(i) for every t, I s tsw, #u-‘(t&S 
(ii) if u, v E dom( F), u < v, then u(u) (: a(v). 
We say that the nodes of o-‘(t) are scheduled at time t (or in the tth time slot). 
The length of the schedule Q is m. The number of idleperiods at time t is k - #a-‘(t), 
and the number of idle periods of the schedule a is 
P(U) = C (k-#u-‘(t)). 
r = 1 ,...,m 
The schedule u is perfect if p( u) = 0. The forest F is k-schedulable if it has a perfect 
k-schedule. 
We say that a node u E Born(F) is active at time t, 1 c t s m, if 
(i) u(u)2 t, and 
(ii) if v E dom( F), v < u, then u(v) c t. 
This is denoted act( FP a, t, u). Note that if u E u-‘(t), then necessarily act( F, a, t, u). 
I%e fact that two nodes u, v E dom( F) are simuitaneausly active at time t is denoted 
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sim( 6;; a, t, u, v), or if t is irrelevant and F and o are known simply by sim( u, v). 
Note that sim( rr, v) implies that u and v are independent. The forest remaining to 
be scheduled at time t is the multiset 
F(o, t) = {T(u) 1 T E F, u E dom( T), act( F, a, t, u)}. 
(Note that F( a, 1) = F. To be completely precise, the subset A of dom( F) that 
remains to be scheduled at time t is not the same as dom( F(o, t)), in fact, 
dom( F(cr, t)) consists of suffixes of words that represent nodes of A. However it is 
clear that there exists a perfect k-schedule for the nodes of A iff there exists one 
for F(u, t).) 
A tree T E D(G) is said to be a k-derivation tree if the root of T is labeled by s 
and the bare child forest ba(ch( T)) is k-schedulable. (The leaves of T are not 
scheduled since they do not correspond to productions in the derivation.) The set 
of k-derivation trees of G is denoted i>,(G). Clearly, for every w E Z*, w E S,(G) 
iff there exists T E Dk( G) such that yd( T) = w. 
We use the following notation. Let T E Dk( G), F = ba(ch( T)) and u = iu, E 
dom( T), where u is not a leaf of T, iE N, uI EN*. Then 
u^ denotes the node (u, , ba( T(i))) E dom( F). (l.la) 
If v = (u, , ba( T(i))) E dam(P) is as above, then 
6 denotes the node u E doin( T). (l.lb) 
(Note that always ba( T(u)) = F(u) and F(v) = ba( T( 6)). j
A k-schedule o of F is a highest-level-Jrst k-schedule, HLFk-schedule if for each 
time t, o-‘(t) consists of the roots of the k highest trees in F(u, t), the choice is 
arbitrary between odes of equal height. If F(a, t) contains less than k trees, then 
o-‘(t) consists of the roots of all trees of F(q t). 
The k-median of a forest F is one plus the height of the kth highest ree of F. If 
#F C k, the k-median is zero. The k-high forest of F, k-high(F), consists of trees 
of F that are strictly higher than the k-median. The k-low forest is k-iow( F) = 
F - k-high{ F). Usually, when k is clear from the context, k-high(F) (k-low(F)) is 
denoted simply by high(F) (low(F)). Note that in the case k = 2 (with which we 
will be mostly dealing) the high forest consists always of at most one tree. 
Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 are from [6, 71, for the proofs cf. also [2, 31. These results 
are instrumental for proving the pumping properties in the next section. 
Lem .2. Xf F is a k-schedulable forest, then every HLFk-schedule oj' F is perfect. 
Let F be a forest and let u be a HLEk-schedule of k-high{ F) and u’ a 
(ij Ifp(d 2 $low( Fj, then p(u’) = p(c) - $low( F). 
(ii) If&r) ( $low( F), then p( 0’) = -$ 
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To conclude this section we define some notation related to pumping properties 
of derivation trees. Let T E D(G), ul, ~42 E dom( T), uI < u2 and lab(q) = lab( u2). 
Define the trees T,, n 3 0, czs follows: 
(i) TO= T, 
(ii) T, = T,_l(ul(u2-u1)n~ T(u,)), na 1. 
(It is easy to verify that for every n 3 1, uI(u2 - u,)” E dom(‘I’&).) The tree T, is 
obtaineC from T by repeating the “cycle” from u1 to u2 an additional n times. This 
is possible since lab(ul) = lab( u2), i.e., T,, E D(G). We denote Tn by T&u,, u2]*). 
Suppose that also vl, v2 E dom( T), v1 c v2, lab( v,) = lab(v2) and the nodes v1 and 
u1 are independent. Then for n, m 3 0 we denote 
(T([u,, u2]“))([ 01, ~23~) = T(b, 9 u21*9 [VI 3 s3”)- 
2. The pumping theorem 
In this section we prove the main result. In a kontext-free language very word 
of sui.cient length contains two pairs of subwords (at least one ccc whi& k= 
that can be “pumped in parallel”. 
Theorem 2.1. For every GE CF there exists an M E N such that if w E L,(G) and 
1~12 M, then we can write 
w=wzwzwzwzw 11 22 33 44 59 (2.0 
where &z&z4 # )(. and there exist a, b 3 1 such that for e%q k 7 :j 
WlZI 1+akw2~;+akW3~~+bkw4Z:+bkw~~ L,(G). 
Before proceeding with the proof of the theorem we prove a znnn 
on pumping properties of 2-schedulable derivation forests. 
Lemma 2.2. Let G E CF, T E D2( G) and let u be a perfect 2-schedule ofF = ba(ch( T)). 
Let u,, u2, v,, zr,Edom(T), ul<u2, vl < v2, lab( u,) = lab( u,) and lab( v,) = lab( v2). 
Let Iu2 - 2.4 = c( 1) and Iv2 - 24 = r(2). note 
m(i)=2[s.c.m.(c(l), c(2))]/c(i), i= 1,2. 
re s.c.m. denotes “smallest common multiple”. Suppose :&JC $W SOFW 
srm(F, a, t, i?,, &j. (Here the notation &, i?, IT m in (l.la)ij Tlac 
T(k) = T([u,, u~]~.~(“, iv , vJk*m(‘!jE DJ 
roof. Clearly, T(k) is a derivation tree of G, hence it remains t
2-schedule O’ of F’ = ba(ch( T( k j j At times t,..., 
exactly as cr. Note that in time sl f l,.. f f- 2, g 
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x E dom( F) such that 6+x or u^l s X. In each time slot Z’E 
0 , . . . , t+ke 2s.c.m.(c(l), c(2))-l}, U’ schedules one node from the path P, = 
I%, u^h&- 61) ‘“‘(‘)I and one node from the path P2 = [ &, &( i& - &)““‘(*)]. Hence 
at time tl =t+ke2s.c.m.(c(l),c(2)), the nodes x=&($~-&)~*(‘) and y= 
6,( $2 - &)km(2) are active. Starting from tl until time t2 - 1 the schedule a’ 2-schedules 
the forests aux( PI) and aux( P2). This can always be done with no idle periods since 
m(i) is even and hence, aux( Pi) can be partitioned into pairs of identical trees, 
i = 1,2. Since F’(x) = F( &) and F’(y) = F( 6,) it follows that F’(o’, t2) = F(q, t), 
and hence, Q’ can be made to be a perfect 2-schedule. 0 
Corollary 2.3. Let T, Ui, vi, m(i), i = 1,2, be as in Lemma 2.2, and let yd( T( u,)) = 
~1~2~2, yd(T(u2)) = ~2, YW(V,)) = z3 w4z4 and yd( T( v2)) = w4. Without restriction 
we may assume that in the left to right ordering of independent odes u1 precedes vl . 
Then we can write 
yd( T) = %~1~2~2~3~3~4~4~5 
and for every ka 0 the word w(k) is in L*(G), where 
Note that above w(k) = yd( T( k)), if T(k) is as in Lemma 2.2. Fol - nodes ul, 
u2, vl , v2 E dom( T) as in Lemma 2.2 are called a critical combination. From Corollary 
2.3 we obtain decomposition (2.1) for a word w that has a 2-derivation tree T as 
in Lemma 2.2 if in addition we are able to show that at least one of the words Zip 
i=l , . . . ,4 is not empty. A sufficient condition for this is that u1 or v1 is expanding. 
For Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6 suppose that T E D2( G), F = ba(ch( T)) and a is a perfect 
HLF2-schedule of F. Let ul, u2 E dom( T), ul c u2 and lab( u,) = lab( u2). Suppose that 
if u^ is a node of the path [ &, ii23 and act( F, a, t, u), 
then 
high( F( a, t)) = F(u). (2 2) . 
Furthermore, suppose that act( F, a, ti, ui), i = 1,2. 
Denote $~ow( F(rr, ti)) = ci, i = 1,2. Suppose that 
$3 Cl. 
Then, for every k = 2k’, k’ 2 0, 
(2.3) 
T(k) = N% 9 U21k) E D*(G). 
Denote F’ = aux([u, , e2]). By (2.2) it follows that 
$F’= Ii*- ;II+c*-c,. (2.4) 
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(This is because u is HLF and hence in each time slot the root of the tree in the 
high forest has to be scheduled.) We construct a HLF2-schedule a’ for F(k) = 
ba(ch( T(k))) as follows. In time slots 1, . . . , tz - 1, (r’ is exactly as o. In each time 
slot t*,...,(t*+k*(i&- i&I - l), (T’ schedules a node tl from the path [&, ilz( & - 
&)“I and another arbitrary node of maximal height from the current low forest. By 
(2.3) and (2.4) this can be done without emptying the low forest. (Note that from 
(2.2) it follows that u always corresponds to the high forest.) Thus at time t’= 
t2+ k l Iii2 - &I in the schedule o’, the high forest is F( k)( &( iiz - U^#) = F( &) and 
$low(F(k)(a’, t’))=$low(F(a, tz))+k($F’+&-illI) 
=$low(F(a, tz))+k(c2-q). (2.5) 
Let aI be a HLF2-schedule of F(&). Since u is HLF and perfect, it follows by 
Lemma 1.3 that p(q) s $low( F( a, t2)) and 
$F(&) +$low( F(o, t2)) = 0 (mod 2). 
Hence, by Lemma 1.3, (2.9, (2.3) and the fact that k is even, it follows that 
F( k)( (r’, t’) has a perfect HLF2-schedule. Cl 
Corollary 2.5. Let T and ul, u2 be as in Lemma 2.4 and suppose that yd(T(u,)) = 
z1 w2z2 and yd( T( u2)) = w2. Then we can write 
Yd( n = WlZl W2Z2W3 
and for every k a 0 
WIG 1+2k w,Z:+‘~ ~3 E L2( G). 
Lemma 2.6. Denote iu2 - fill = h > 0. Let d > 0. Suppose that there exist Rtd E D2( G) 
and a perfect 2-schedule u’ of F’ = ba(ch( RZd)) such that for some time t 
$low( F’( u’, t)) = $low( F( a, tl)) + 2d, and 
high( F’(o’, t)) = F( i&). (2.6) 
Suppose that this occurrence of F(i?,) corresponds toa subtree of R2d at node vl, i.e., 
R2&,) = F’(u^,) = F(u,). Denote v2= v,(u2- u,) (note that then lab( v,) = lab( v2) in 
R2a). Let k be such that 
2hk s 2d. (2.7) 
Then 
R(2k) = R2d([v,, v2JZk) E B,(G). 
Proof. We construct a 2-schedule S of the forest D = ba( ch( R(2k)‘) as follows. At 
times l,..., t - 1, S is exactly as u‘. In each time slot t, . . . , f + 2kh - 1, S schedules 
one node from the path between Cl and Cl( G2 - GJZk and an arbitrary node from 
the low forest. y (2.6) and (2.7) this is possible without emptying the low forest. 
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After this, S 2-schedules the trees from the forest F1 = aux([ &, &( i& - CI)2k]). 
This is possible since 2k is even and hence, F1 can be partitioned into pairs of 
identical trees. Hence we have 
high(D(S, t+2kh+i$F,)) = F’(&) = F@,), and 
$low(D(& t+2kh +;$F,)) =$l~w(F’(m’, t)) -2kh 
= $low( F(u, tl)) + 2d - 2kh. 
Hence from (2.7) using Lemma 1.3 it follows that there exists a perfect 2-schedule 
of D(6, t+2kh+;$F,). Cl 
Corollary 2.7. Let T, ul, ~2 be as in Lemma 2.6 and yd( T) = wlzl ~2~2~3, where 
yd( T(u,)) = q w2z2 and yd( T( u2)) = w2. Suppose that for every d 2 0 there exist RZd 
and vl, v2 E dom( R2d) as in Lemma 2.6, with the further properties: 
MR2d = w,yd(R,db,; w3, Yd(R2h)) = Z1WzZ2 
and Yd(R2, (V2)) = W2 l 
Then for every k > 0 
WIZI ‘+2k w~z:+*~ ~3 E L2( G). 
Lemmas 2.2,2.4 and 2.6 were concerned with pumping properties, i.e., the forests 
in question were specifically derivation forests. The following Lemmas 2.8-2.12 can 
be applied to arbitrary 2-schedulable forests. 
In the following Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9, let F be a forest and a a perfect HLF2- 
schedule of E Let (u,, . . . , u,) be a path in F and (v,, . . . , u,) a strict path in F. 
Suppose that 
sim(F, a, to, ul, VA and hg(v,) 2 hg(u,) - 1. 
Lemma 2.8. Suppose that sim( F, u, t, , Ui, vj) for some time t, , 1 G i s m, 16 j G n. Then 
hg(vj)ahg(ui)-1. (2 8) . 
Proof. This is true for time slot to. Suppose then that (2.8) holds for tli and Vj such 
that sim( F, ~a, t, ui, Vj) and let sim( F, O, t + 1, ui’, vj*). We show that (2.8) holds for 
Uie and Vjt. There are four cases to consider. 
(i) i’= i + 1, j’ = j + 1 (i.e., both nodes Ui and vj are scheduled at time t). Now 
bg(Vj~)=hg(Vj)-l~hg(ui)-2~hg(ui~)-l. 
(ii) if= i+l, j’=j. Then, hg(vje)=hg(Vj)ahg(ui)-l>hg(uir)-1. 
(iii) i’ = i, j’ = j + 1. Since now vj E a-‘(t) and ui is not in a-‘(t), it must be the 
case that hg( vj) a hg(ui), ( CT is HLF). Hence, hg( vJt) = hg(vj) - 13 hg( Ui) - 1 = 
hg( 24,‘) - 1. 
(iv) i’= i, j’ = j. There is nothing to prove in this case. 0 
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Lemma 2.9. There do not exist four nodes x1 c x2 < x3 c x4 in the path (u, , . . . , u,) 
such that, forsome$xedjE(l,..., n), sim(x,,Q, i=l,..., 4. 
Proof. If Xl,..., x4 are as above, then by Lemma 2.8 
hg( vj) 2 hg(x,) - 13 hg(x,! > hg(x3). 
Hence it is impossible that sim(x,, Vj)- (The node x3 cannot be scheduled before vi 
in a HLF schedule.) Cl 
It is easy to 
nodes that are 
see that above 
simultaneously 
in general the path (u, 
active with a node vj. 
may three 
Lemma 2.10. Let F be a forest and u a perfect HLF2-schedule of F. Let v = ( v1 , . . . , vn ) 
be a maximal strict path in F. Suppose that sim(v, , u), where u E dom( F), hg(u) 3 
hg( v,). Suppose that 
sim( vk, z:.‘), k E (1, . . . , n), u G u’, and sim( vj, u’) 
does not hold for any j > k (2.9) 
(i.e., vk is the last node in the path v that is simultaneously active with u’.) Then 
hg(Vj+hg(u’)+l. 
Proof. Suppose that (2.9) holds for vk and u’ and suppose that hg( vk) 3 hg(u’) +2. 
Furthermore suppose that 
for all i < k and ~‘3 u, 
if (2.9) holds for Vi and Eo’, then hg( vi) G hg( u”) + 1, (2.10) 
(i.e., we choose k so that no Vi, i C k, contradicts the claim). Because sim( vk, u’) 
and hg( vk) > hg( u’), there exists a time t such that sim( F, u, t, vk, u’) and vk E 8(t). 
By (2.9), sim(v k+l 9 u’) does not hold and hence it has to be the case that also 
U’E a-‘(t). (Note that rzi, ne~zssarily has a successor vk+l in the path v because 
hg( vk) > 0 and v is maximal.) 
Let u1 be the father of u’. Then there exists a u2 3 u1 such that hg( u2) = hg( u’) + 1. 
Because hg( u) 2 hg( v,), it follows that u’ # u, and hence u2 2 u. Since cr is HLF, it 
follows that u2 E a-‘( t’) for some t’ < t. Choose r, 1 G r s k, s ch that act(F, o, t’, v’). 
(i) If r < k, then hg( v’) 3 hg( u2) + 2, and on the other hand (2.9) holds for v, and 
u2. This contradicts (2.10). 
(ii) Suppose that r = k Now hg( v,) 2 hg( u’) + 2 = hg( u2) + 1. This is a contradic- 
tion since v, (= vk) is not in a-‘( t’) and u2 E a-‘( t’). 0 
Lemma 2.11. Let F be a forest and u a perfect HLF2-schedule of F. Let (u, . . . , u,) 
be a maximal path in F and (v, , . . . , u,) a maximal strict path in F. Suppose that 
sim(u, , v,) and that 
hg(u,)-hg(v,)=paO. 
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If Sim(Ui, Vj), I <i<m, lcjsn, then 
hg(ui)-hg(vj)smax{p, I}=P’. (2.11) 
Proof. Clearly, (2.11) holds for u1 and vl . Suppose that (2.11) holds for ui and vj 
such that sim( F, 0, t3 Ui, Vj) and let sim( F, 0, t + 1, Ui*, Vj*), 1 s i s i’ G m, 1 <j s j’s n. 
We show that (2.11) holds for Uie and Vjl. 
The cases i’= 4 j’ = j and i’ = i + I, j’ = j are immediate. Suppose that i’ = i and 
j’ = j + 1. Since vj is in a-‘(t) and Ui is not, it follows that hg( vj) 3 hg( ui). Hence, 
hg(r+)-hg(vj’)=hg(ui)-(hg(t+)-1)s 1. 
Finally, consider the case i’ = i-t-1, j’=j+l. Then hg(Vjp)=hg(vj)-1 and hg(uip)< 
hg(ui)-1. Thus (2.11) holds for uil and t+t. Cl 
Combining Lemmas 2.10 and 2.11 we obtain this lemma. 
Lemma 2.12. Suppose that F, a, (u, , . . . , u,,,), ( vl , . . . , 4) and p’ are as iti Lemma 
2.11.ThenforeveryjE{l,..., m} such that hg( t(i) 3 p’ there exists an a! (j) E { 1, D . . , n} 
such that sim(uj, U,(j)) ana -1 s hg( uj) - hg( vu(j)) s p’. 
Proof. Let hg( Uj) 3 p’ and suppose that for no i E { 1, . . . , n}, sim( uj, 9). Then there 
exists a j’ <j such that sim( uje, u,). This contradicts Lemma 2.11 since hg( r+) - 
hg(v”) > p’. Hence, the claim follows from Lemmas 2.10 and 2.11. El 
Now we are ready to proceed with the proof of Theorem 2.1. The intuitive idea 
of the proof is as follows. 
If the length of a word w E L2( G) is at least M and T is a 2-schedulable derivation 
tree of w, then T has a path PI with at least c(M) expanding nodes. (The constant 
c(M) can be -made arbitrarily large for large enough M.) If T has also a path P’ 
starting from a node n in PI, where n is “high enough” in P,, such that P2 is 
(disjoint from PI and) “sufficiently long”, then using Lemmas 2.9 and 2.12 we find 
a critical combination of nodes where one of the higher nodes is expanding. Hence 
Corollary 2.3 gives the desired decomposition of w. If a suitable path P2 does not 
exist, we show that either we can, preserving 2=schedulability, pump some path to 
be sufficiently long (and then, using it as P2, obtain a critical combination), or we 
have a paths-logical case, where all paths starting from the “upper part” of PI (and 
disjoint from &) are shorter than a certain constant. In this latter case using Lemmas 
2.4 and 2.6 we show that it is possible to pump the path PI and stiil preserve 
2-schedulability . 
. Let G = (2, A, s, P) be a context-free grammar and denote 
p = max({lulI (3x e -y - )X+UEP}u{2}). 
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Let q = #C and 
n=max{q(2q+3),q~exp(p,3q2+q+I)}+1. 
We choose 
(2.12) 
M=exp(p,2nq)+l. (2.13) 
Let w E L2( G), Iw! 2 M and let TE D2( G) be such that yd( T) = w. Let a be a 
HLF2-schedule of F = ba(ch( T)). By Lemma l”2, CT is perfect. By (2.13) the tree T 
contains a path with 2nq + 1 expanding nodes, hence F contains a maximal path 
e=(el,...,eR) 
with at least 2nq nodes u such that u” (cf. (l.lb)) is expanding in T. In the following, 
always when we say that a node u of F is expanding, this is taken to mean that 
u’ E dom( T) is expanding. (Note that we cannot assume then? e is always strict.) We 
suppose that el is a root of a tree of F, i.e., e is “maximal” also at the top. Now e 
contains expanding nodes 
u,a4*< ’ l l < u, < u,+1 c l l l < U** 
such that lab(ui)=lab(ui), for all i,jE{l,. . .,2n}. Let Ui=ea(i), a(i)~{l,.. ., R}, 
i=l , . . . ,2n. Suppose that 
there exist i < cy (n + 1) and time t 
such that act( F, o, t, ei) and high( F(a, t)) is not F(ei). (2.14) 
Then there exists a v1 E dom( F) such that act( F, a, t, t+) and hg( ol) 2 hg( ei) - 1. Let 
U=(tll,..., v~) be a maximal strict path from the root of F( v,) to a leaf, i.e., 
S = hg( vl) + 1. Consider the path e’= (ei, ei+l, . . . , eR); e’ contains the nodes 
Un+lv . . ..U*n. From the relations sim(ei, v,) and hg( vl) a hg(ei) - 1 it follows by 
Lemma2.9thatforanyjE{l,..., S} there exist at most three nodes x1, x2 and x3 
of e’ such that sim(xi, vj), i = 1, 2, 3. Since o is maximal, it is easily seen using 
Lemma 2.8 that for every node x # eR of e’ there exists a q, j E { 1, . . . , S}, such that 
sim(x, Vj). NOW 
n>q(2q+3)>3q+l 
and it follows that there exist nodes y1 < l l l < y,+, of v and an injective function 
S:{l,... ,q+l}+{n+1,...,2n} such that 
sim(yi, Z&(j)), j = 1, . . . , 4 + 1. 
Choose c,&{l,..., q + l}, c < d, such that lab(y,) = lab(yd). 
Now the nodes ug(,), ucsqd), y, and yd are a critical combination as in Lemma 2.2. 
Since in addition ug(,) is expanding, we obtain a decomposition (2.1) for w by 
Corollary 2.3. 
By the above we can in the following assume that (2.14) does not hold, i.e., that 
(Cl) if act(F, 0, t, ei), i < CT( n+ l), then high( F(a, t)) = F( ei). 
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(Hence, in each of the first cr (n + 1) - 1 time slots of o one node of e is scheduled.) 
Let act( F, U, ti, Ui), i = 1, l l l , n. (By the above observations the times ti are unique.) 
Suppose that $low( F(u, t,)) < n. Since for all i E { 1, . . . , n}, $10 (F(q ti))>O, it 
follows that there exists an i E { 1, . . . , n - 1) such that 
$~ow( F( U, ti)) s $10w( F(a, &+I))= 
(If $low( F(u, ti)) = 0, then time ti has an idle period.) NOW Ui and Ui+l are as & 
and & in Lemma 2.4. Hence Corollary 2.5 gives for w the decomposition (2.1). (In 
the decomposition (2.1) in this case, one of the words zlz2 or z3z4 is empty, the 
other is not empty since Ui is expanding.) Hence in the following we assume also that 
(C2) $Iow( F(u, tl)) 2 n (and $~ow( F(u, ti)) > $~ow( F u, ti+l)), 
l - I- 1 ,...,n-1.) 
Let ei be active at time t:, i = 1, . . . , a( 1). Suppose that 
(C3) for every i, l=SCa(l), 
$low(F(a, t:+d)s$low(F(u, t:))+exp(p, 3q2+q+1) and 
$Iow(F(u, t:))Sexp(p,3q2+q+1). 
By (2.12), (C2) and (C3), it follows that the path (e,, . . . , e,& has at least q + 1 
nodes es(l) c*. l <es(q+1j, (p(j)c{l,..., a(l)},j=l,..., q+l) such that 
$low(F(~, tbci,))C$low(F(~, tb(i+l))), i= 1, l . l 9 q= 
Hence there exist c, d E { 1, . . . , q + l}, c < d, such that lab( e,,,,) = lab( es&. Now 
c@(r) and e’ fit,.,) are as u1 and u2 in Lemma 2.4 and it follows that, for every ka0, 
(2.15) 
(Note that (2.2) holds by condition (Cl).) 
(i) If at least one of the nodes e,,,), eB(c)+l, . . . , es(d)-1 is expanding, then (2.15) 
gives the desired decomposition of w. 
(ii) Suppose then that none of the nodes ep(+ es(r)+l,. . . , ep(d)_l is expanding. 
Denote Iu2 - u1 I= h and 
$low(Fb, fb(d))) - $iOW( F(U, tb&) = r (> 0). 
Let k 2 0 be arbitrary. Choose x so that 
(2.16) 
By (2.15), T(2x) E D2( G) and let u’ be the perfect HLF2-schedule obtained fair 
F1 = ba(ch( T(2x))) from the proof of Lemma 2.4. Let t’ be the time of u’ such that 
the node 
v = eSCd’(epCd)- q&2x E domU 
$loW=,W, t’)) = $low( (a, t&)) + 2xr. 
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Hence, if t” is the time when, in a’, the node v’ = v(e,,,, - e,,,,) E dom( F1) is active, 
we have 
$low(F;(o’, t’)) = $low(F(cr, &*,))+2xr. 
This is because in u’ (respectively 0) at each time t’, . . . , t” - 1 (respectively 
$W) ,=**, t&1,- 1), one node from the path [ “, *J’] (respectively [ eP(d), eatr,]) is 
scheduled and aux( [v, v’]) = aux( [e P(d)r e,d). Now, by (CO, h&WW’, t”)) = 
&(v’) = F(e,& = F(uJ. Thus, (T(2x) is as R 2xr in Lemma 2.6 and) by Lemma 2.6 
and (2.16), T(~x)([v’, v”]~~)E &(G), where v”= v’(e,(2,-e,,,,) (= ~‘(~~-24,)). 
Also, 
yd( T(W) = yd( T), Y~WCWW)) = yd( TM) 
(corresponding to the same subwords of yd( T)) and 
M WxMv”)) = yd( TM) 
(corresponding to the same subwords of yd( T( u,))). Hence we obtain the decomposi- 
tion of w by Corollary 2.7 (and the fact that u1 is expanding). 
The case that remains to be considered is that (C3) does not hold, i.e., that 
(i) there exists an i E { 1, . . . , a (1) - 1) such that 
$lOw(F(0, t:+l))-$low(F(a, ti))>exp(p,3q2+q+1), or 
(ii) $low(F(o, ti))>exp(p,3q2+q+1). 
Denote x = i + 1 if (i) holds and x = 1 otherwise. Since any node of T has at most 
p sons, if x > 1, it follows that the father of e, has a son fi # e, such that 
(2.17) 
If x = 1, then there exists a root fi of a tree of F such that fi Z e, (= e,) and (2.17) 
holds. Now hg(f,) 2 3q2+ q and we can choose a strict maximal pathf = (fi , . . . ,fm) 
in F(f,), where ~2 3q2+ q + 1. Hence f has nodes fr(,) < l l l c&,(~~+~) such that 
lab(f,ci,) = lab(fv~j,), 1 s i, j < 3q + 2. 
On the other hand, since (Cl) holds, it follows that hg( e,) > hg(fi) + 1. 
(a) Suppose that every path (fv(i),fv(i)+l,. . . ,fy(i+l)-l), 1 s i c 3q + 1, contains 
an expanding node. Let b = (b, , . . . , b,), b, = e,, be a maximal strict path in F(e,). 
By Lemma 2.9 there exist nodes 6V(l) < l . l < bqtq+ll of 6 such that 
Sim(b,(i),f,(3(i-l)+1)), i= 1, l a. 9 q+l. (Note that 3q+l nodes fv(,), . . . ,&sq+l) 
would not be sufficient because if fy(34+I) =fm, then b, could be scheduled before 
fy(39+1) became active.) Hence there exist c, d E { 1, . . . , q + l}, c < d, such that 
lab&,(,,) = lab(b,,,(dJ). Thus, b cp(ch cp(d),fy(J(c-l)+l),fy(3(d-l)+l) 6 is a critical combina- 
tion and Corollary 2.3 gives the decomposition (2.1). (Note that here we need the 
fact that the path [fv(3(c_l)+l),fv(3(d_,~+,~_,] contains an expanding node.) 
(b) Suppose then that a path l****,fy(i+l)-1)~ lsis3q+19 con- 
tains no expanding nodes. Choos [fy(i),fy(i+l)]nodes ~1, a2, ~=a29 
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such that lab(a,) = lab( a,) and y, = laZ - ~11 s 4. (This is possible since lab(j$i,) = 
lab(fy(i+r j).) Let hg( e,) - hg(fi) = ;-&. Choose h such that 
(2.18) 
Let 
T’ = T([Gl, &]2h) and F’ = ba(ch( T’)). 
(Here Q is as in (l.lb).) Let 0’ be a HLF2-schedule of F’ and suppose that 
act( F’, c’, t, e,). By (2.18) it follows that high( F’(o’, t)) = F’(e,) = F(e,). Also 
$low( F’( u’, t)) = $low( F( o, t:)) + 22, z 3 0. 
(Note that by (Cl) in both a and u’ in each of the first x - 1 time slots one of the 
nodes et,. . . , exwl is scheduled. Hence, in fact, t = t: = x.) Thus by Lemma 1.3 the 
schedule U’ is perfect, and T’ E D2( G). Since IL has no expanding nodes, also 
yd( T’) = w. Denote 
a3 = a2( a2 - a,)2h ( fm - as) E dom( F’). 
Denote the path [fi , a31 by f’ = (gl, . . . , g,), i.e., g, =fi , gy = a3. Then f’ is a strict 
maximal path in F’(gl) and 1 c hg( e,) - hg[gl) < 2q + 1. By Lemma 2.12 for every 
node ej, hg(ej) 2 2q+ 1, j 3 x (of the path e’= (e,, . . . , eR) seen as a path of F’), 
there exists a gp(j), 1 s p(j) < y, such that 
Since n > q(2q+3), there exist nodes g=(I) < l l l < g,(,+,) of f’ and an injective 
function &(l,. . . , q+l}+{l,. . . , n} such that sim(tie(i),g=(i,), i= 1,. . . , q+l. 
(Note that hg(tri)a2q+I, izl,..., n.) Hence we can again choose c, d E 
(1 9**** 4 + 11, CC 4 such that lWg& = lab(g,&, and g,+), g,(d), +w, q(d) is 
a critical combination where Us is expanding. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
The constant M in the proof could be made much smaller. r” p:ove ZJJ:Q were aiming 
only at a clear proof. We believe that a pumping result analogous $0 Theorem 2.1 
is valid for k-context-free languages for arbitrary values of In Lc%lcaa 2.2 can be 
easily generalized for k-derivations; however, in other parts of the proof of Theorem 
2.1 we heavily use special properties of 2-schedules (e.g., that the high forest consists 
always of at most one tree.) 
Theorem 2.1 differs from the pumping lemma of context-free languages in two 
respects. The pumping is done simultaneously on two pairs of subwords, (z, , z2) 
and ( z3, q), and also the constants CI and 6 restrict he number of possible pumpings. 
t is easy to see that a pumping result of 2-context-free languages needs to pump 
two pairs of words simultaneously (consider, e.g., the 2-context-free language 
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{cS)c~d~d~ 1 ri 3 l}), but we do not know whether the constants are necessary (i.e., 
could we always make a = b = 1 by choosing a large enough M?) 
3. Comparison of 2- and 3-context-free languages 
As an application of Theorem 2.1 we show that .&(CF) is properly included in 
&(CF). Note that it is not obvious even that always ZZ+(CF) E Z&+&CF). If one 
tries to simulate k-derivations of a grammar G simply by (k + 1).derivations of G’, 
where G’ derives from the start symbol of G an additional unary branch of dummy 
symbols (that ends in A), then in general &+l( G’) can be strictly larger than &(G). 
In the following we see that the above type of construction works if G’ also “counts” 
that the number of derivation steps in the derivation tree of G that is simulated is 
a multiple of k. 
The proof of the following lemma is immediate. 
Lemma 3.1. &(CF), k 2 1, is closed with respect to homomorphisms and union. 
Lemma 3.2. dP,(CF), k 3 1, is closed with respect to intersection with regular sets. 
Proof. We will only sketch the proof, which is quite straightforward and follows 
closely (one version of) the proof for the case k = 1. By Lemma 3.1, it is sufficient 
to show that if L = Lk( G), G = (Z, A, s, P) and R is a regular language that has a 
deterministic finite-state acceptor d with a single final state, then L n R E Z&&F). 
We construct a grammar G’= (Z’, A’, s’, P’) as follows. The symbols of C’ are of 
the form (x, ql, q2), where x E C and q1 and q2 are states of J& The initial symbol 
is s’ = (s, qo, qf), where q. is the initial and qf the fin4 state of d. Corresponding 
to a production x-, y, . . . yn, n 3 1, of P, P’ has all productions of the form 
wherePo,h--, pn are states of &. Corresponding to a production x + h of P, P’ 
has productions (x, q, q) + h for every state q of sQ. The terminal symbols of A’ are 
triples (x, ql, q2), where x E A and fd(ql, x) = q2. Here f& is the state transition 
function of &. (Note that if a symbol (x, ql, q2), where x E A, f”< ql, x) Z q2 is 
derived, then the derivation cannot produce a word of A’*.) Now Lk( G’) consists 
of exactly all words 
(X,,P,,P2)(X2,P2,P3). .'(x",P*d*+I~~ 
wherexl,..., x,~A,f~(x~,p~)=p~+~, i=l,...,n,pl=qo,p,,+l=qrandx~.=.~~~ 
Lk(G) = L. Hence using Lemma 3.1 we have En R E J&(CF). 0 
a 3.3. Let k 2 1. Let F be a forest a a subset of dam(F) such that the 
nodes of Ai are pairwise independent and i L {k, k+ I}, i = 1,2. Suppose that if 
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a1 E A, and a2 E A2, then either a1 is the father of a2, or a1 and a2 are independent. 
LetB2cAZs#B2=r,whereO~r~k.ThenthereexistsaB,cA,suchthat#B,=k-r 
and the nodes of B1 v B2 are pairwise independent. 
f. Denote B = {u E Al I(3v E B2) u < v}. Then #B s # B2 = r. Now every node 
of Al -B is independent of every node of B2 and #(Al -B) 2 k - r. 0 
Let k 2 1. A (k, k-k 1).schedule of a forest F is a (k + 1).schedule of F that in 
each time slot schedules exactly k or k+ 1 nodes of F. Let U be a set of leaves (of 
some trees) of F. Then F,[ U] denotes the forest obtained from F by cutting off the 
nodes of U. 
Lemma 3.4. Let k 3 1. Suppose that (+ : dom( F) + { 1, . . . , m} is a (k, k + 1).schedule 
of the forest F. Let 
$F= C #P-l(i)= a (mod k), 3~ n < k (3 1) . 
i=l m .--9 
Let Un c u-‘(m), # Un = n, be chosen arbitrarily. Then the forest F,[ LJ,,] is k- 
schedulable. 
f. We use induction on m. The case m = 1 is obvious. Suppose then that the 
claim holds for all forests with (k k + I)-schedules of length M and let m = M + 1. 
Let F’ be the “prefix forest” of F scheduled before time M + 1, i.e., F’= 
FJ 6*( M + l)], and let C’ be the restriction of 0 to dom( F’). Let Un c 6*( A4 + l), 
# Un = n, be arbitrary, where ?r is as in (3.1). Denote 
r=#o-‘(M+l)-n, and o-‘(M+l)- Un= V,, (#V,=r). 
(i) Suppose r s k Now 
c #o’-l(i)= k-r (mod k). 
i=l M ,-*9 
By Lemma 3.3 there exists a set W G o-‘(M), # W = k - r, such that the nodes of 
W u V, are pairwise independent. By the induction hypothesis, the forest F:[ W] 
has a perfect k-schedule a,. The schedule q can be extended to a perfect k-schedule 
of FJ UJ by scheduling the nodes of W u V, in the next time slot. 
(ii) Suppose that r = k+ 1, i.e., #a-‘(M + 1) = k-k 1, n = 0. Naw, 
C #o’-l(i)=-(k+l)=k-l(modk). 
i=l,...,M 
Choose an arbitrary node u E (+-I( + ]I). By Lemma 3.3, there exists a c u-‘(M), 
# W0 = k - 1, such that u is ind ndent of the nodes of WO. By the induction 
hypothesis, the forest Fi[ ] has a perfect k-schedule a2 and it can be extended 
schedule of F,[ LJJ = F by scheduling first the nodes of W,v {u} and 
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heorem 3.5. Let k a 1. 7%en &(CF) s Z&+,(CF). 
Proof. Let G = (2, A, S, P) E CF. We show that &(G) E S?k+l(CF). Without loss of 
generality we can assume that s does not occur in the right-hand side of any 
production of I? We construct a grammar 6’ = (X’, A’, s’, P’) as follows: 
Z’={(x,a)IxEXu{~},ac{O,...,k-l}}u{B}, 
A’={(x,a)~x~Au{~},a~{O,...,k-1}}, 
s’ = (s, O), 
and P’ consists of the following productions: 
B+B, B+A, 
(4 0) + (Xl, 0)(x*, 0) l l l k, 0) ifs-,x,... x, E P, n 3 1, x1 . . . x, E A+, 
(s,O)+(X~,O)(~~,O)...(~~,O)B ifs+x, . ..x.EP,nal, 
andforeveryxEZ-A,x#s,aE{O,...,k-I): 
(x,a)+(x1,a+1)(x2,0)...(xn,0)c2’ if x+xl...x’+P, nal, 
and 
(x,a)+(X,a+l) if x+MP. 
Here the sum a + 1 is computed module k The intuitive meaning of the second 
components of the symbols of C’ is that in each sentential form w = yd( T) derived 
from the initial symbol (s, 0), their SUM gives the number of nodes modulo k in the 
forest ba(ch( T’)), where T’ is obtaint2-d from T by deleting the rightmost branch 
consisting of dummy symbols B. 
Define the homomorphism f: A’* + A* by 
f((x,a)‘)=x if xEA, aE{O ,..., k-l}, 
f((i,a))=h if aE{O ,..., k-l}. 
Let R c A’* be the set consisting of all strings (x, , a,) . . . (x,, a’,), n 3 1, xi E A u {x}, 
aig{O ,..., k-l}, i=l,..., n, such that a,+***+a,=O(modk). Clearly, R is 
regular. We claim that 
.f-&+,(G’) n IA) = L,(G). (3.2) 
First suppose that w E Lk( 6) and let TE Dk( G), yd( T) = w. If a rule s + A is 
applied at the root of T, then, by the rule (s, 0) + (h, 0), we obtain (K, 0) E Lk+,( G’) n 
and f((& 0)) = h = w. Similarly, the case where T consists of a single production 
producing a nonempty terminal word is trivial. Suppose then the production 
usedattherootofTiss+x,...x,,n>landx,...x,isnotin *. We construct 
T’E &+,( G’) as follows. The derivation of T’ starts with the duction (s, 0) + 
(X,,O)...(X”,O) In the (k + I)-derivation of eae e slot, k nonter als 
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of the forest {T’(l), . . l , T’(n)} are rewritten “exactly as in T” and the (k + 1)st 
production to be used is B+ B in the rightmost branch, except in the last time slot 
where it is B + A. Since 
$ba{ T’( I), . . . , T’(n)} = $ba(ch( T)) = 0 (mod k) 
it “0110~s that yd( T’) E R and, clearly, f(yd( T’)) = w. 
I,uppose then that w efI&+&G’) n R) and let T’E Dk+,( G’) be such that yd( T’) E 
R and f(yd( T’)) = w. Let c1 be a perfect (k + 1).schedule of ba( . :I( T’)). Again, the 
case where T’ consists of only one production producing a terminal word of A’ is 
trivial. Hence we assume that at the root of T’ a rule (s, 0) + (x, , 0) . . . (x,, 0) B, 
nal, is used. Denote F={T’(l) ,..., T’(n)}. Since T’( n + 1) consists only of a 
single branch of B’s, it follows that in each time slot of 0 exactly k or k + 1 nodes 
of the forest ba( F) are scheduled. Also $ba( F) = 0 (mod k) since yd( T’) E R. Hence 
from Lemma 3.4 it follows that there exists a perfect k-schedule of ba( F). Using 
the correspondence b tween the productions of P and P’ it then follows immediately 
that there exists a T E D,(G) such that yd( T) = w. 
Thus we have proved (3.2). From this it follows by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 that 
L,(G) is in .5&+,(G). Cl 
Now we see that the hierarchy of k-context-free languages i  strict (at least) up 
to he third level. 
Theorem 3.6. &(CF) c S!$(CF) c &(CF). 
Proof. The strict inclusion of .Z,(CF) in &(CF) is well known. By Theorem 2.1, 
the language 5(G) of Example 1.1 is not in &(CF). Hence, &(CF)c &(CF) 
follows from Theorem 3.5. Cl 
Languages generated by context-free grammars using the pattern selector O*l 10” 
are called two-adjacent context-free languages. Denote L = {a” 1 m = 2”, n a 1). Then 
L can be generated by an EOL grammar where the lengths of the right-hand sides 
of the rules are greater than one. Thus from the main result of [l] it follows that L 
is a two-adjacent language. On the other hand from Theorem 2.3 it follows that L 
is not in &(CF). 
Corollary 3.7. 7Izere xist two-adjacent context-free languages that are not 2-context- 
free. 
Note added in proof 
During the refereeing process of this paper we have been able to extend the result 
of Theorem 3.6 by showing that the entire hierarchy of k-context-free languages i
strict, cf. [ 141. 
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